LipidRescue™

In the event of local anesthetic-induced cardiac arrest that is unresponsive to standard therapy, in addition to standard CPR, give Intralipid 20% iv in the following dose regime:

• Intralipid 20% 1.5 mL/kg over 1 minute

• Follow immediately with an infusion at a rate of 0.25 mL/kg/min.

• Continue chest compressions (lipid must circulate)

• Continue infusion until hemodynamic stability is restored

• Increase rate to 0.5 mL/kg/min if BP declines

• Repeat bolus every 3-5 minutes up to 3 mL/kg total dose until circulation is restored

• Please share your experience in the protected wimed.org/asaps patient safety portal.

• Restock the lipid.